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INTRODUCTION
Motivations

Artist-activist led project

Urban gardening/farming activism

Think about accessibility & strategies for gaining growing plot in the city

Discuss with others in public or small groups on topic

Participatory production and learning



  

INTRODUCTION
Characteristics of 'openness'

Case-study of a creative agenda-based production

Transparency (components and processes are accessible to learn from)

Participatory (where people are involved, shaping development)

Malleable (outcomes/goings are editable, flexible for evolvements)



  

BACKGROUND
Allotment food production

Emerged with increasing urbanisation and industrialisation

Social-democratic principles

Between a matter of necessity (food security) and a leisure activity

Privatisation of allotments and long waiting-lists 

Digging for Victory (Anglo-speaking campaign: WWII & Climate Change)

“Guerilla Gardening” as political, direct action

Artist-activist projects (esp. DK & USA) intervening in public space

Recent campaign in summer 2009 by Dodo ry. in Helsinki Metropolitan 
area to advocate for increased number of growing plots for residents



  

BACKGROUND
Fan-based game modification & development

Emerged with home-computing and distribution of code/editing tools

Highly developed online communities, forums and skill-sharing tutorials

Fan-based adaptations in game design

Modding (modification of rules to suit a different context or objective)

Skinning (maintaining rules, keeping 'mechanics' of original, 
  but replacing 'surface' with new visual graphic or rhetoric)

New skin for game can adapt appearance and attractiveness for..
 
New objective and audience



  

BACKGROUND
Carcassonne Board Game

Designed by Klaus-Jürgen Wrede, art by Doris Mätthaus

Published by Hans im Glück in 2000, and later Rio Grande, 999 Games

For 2-5 players, average game-play of 30-90mins

Emblematic of German-style board games and internationally popular 
(Spiel des Jahre 2001)

Content & style inspired by French medieval-walled city Carcassonne 

Surrounding landscape of fields and monastries/cloisters



  



  

BACKGROUND
Carcassonne Board Game

Game mechanics

Rotary-turn tile placement (selected 'blind' from pile: random)

Aligning with other tiles to extend play-area (expansion: strategic)

Gaining area control (to score points)

Competitive or cooperative approach to game-play

Score during & at the end of the game (according to area control)

Player with most points at end wins

 



  



  



  



  



  



  

BACKGROUND
Carcassonne Board Game

Fan-produced game-pieces (meebles) with Creative Commons license to print
By Oskar Lindqvist at www.tranberry.se



  

BACKGROUND
Carcassonne Board Game

Fan-made 'skinned' game called 'Pirates and Plunder'
Designed by Brian Bird & Richard T. Rowan, art by Jerry Lee (2004)



  



  



  

SIIRTOLAPUUTARHAPELIT GAME DEVELOPMENT
Concept

To create a new skin of Carcassonne game which transfers/swaps

Visual style from medieval to contemporary landscape

Representing allotment gardens and growing plots in the city

Use the game, and the strategic area control game mechanic
as analogy for real-life context

Board-games with simple (maybe familiar) rules

Gather people face-to-face, participatory, round-the-table play

Lowering the threshold for conversation on topic

Learning about how to gain an actual allotment or growing plot

 



  

SIIRTOLAPUUTARHAPELIT GAME DEVELOPMENT
Production collective

4 Collaborators (also fans of Carcassonne game)

Natalia Kulka (Illustrator based in Warsaw)

Wojtek Mejor (Graphic artist based in Warsaw)

Lotta Kauppi (Illustrator based in Helsinki)

Simo Haanpää (Urban studies researcher based in Helsinki)

'Hobby project' in spare-time among other works
Minimum budget (150€)

.

Presentation context of Megapolis2024, 26.09.2009

Yearly event organised by Dodo ry. about urban environmental issues

Topic in 2009: Food and the City



  

SIIRTOLAPUUTARHAPELIT GAME DEVELOPMENT
Sharing production & process 

Make transparent our process (tasks & preliminary sketches)



  



  



  

SIIRTOLAPUUTARHAPELIT GAME DEVELOPMENT
Identifying visual rhetoric and transfer

Transparency of game mechanics created by fan-community

Original tile distribution sheets



  

SIIRTOLAPUUTARHAPELIT GAME DEVELOPMENT
Identifying visual rhetoric and transfer

Transparency of game mechanics created by fan-community

Original tile distribution sheets

Identifying the quantity and logic in the game elements

Question: copying or opening up intellectual property?



  

SIIRTOLAPUUTARHAPELIT GAME DEVELOPMENT
Identifying visual rhetoric and transfer

Carcassonne Siirtolapuutarhapelit

Walled cities Allotment gardens

Walls Fence or hedge or open-
ditch

Farms/fields Suburban areas

Roads with huts at 
crossings

Roads with pedestrian 
crossings

Monastry/Cloisters Community-market for 
grown produce

Pennant in walled cities Water taps

City tile with buildings 
only

Children's playground

River extension River or motorway or Metro



  

SIIRTOLAPUUTARHAPELIT GAME DEVELOPMENT
Open illustration and publication online 

Make transparent our process (tasks & preliminary sketches)

Multiple versions of the new Siirtolapuutarhapelit skin exploring,
Same game mechanics and message with different representations

3 illustrators (Mejor, Kulka, Kauppi) = 3 styles, maybe more?

Release designs as teasers (for supporters)



  



  



  



  



  



  

SIIRTOLAPUUTARHAPELIT GAME DEVELOPMENT
Open illustration and publication online

Make transparent our process (tasks & preliminary sketches)

Multiple versions of the new Siirtolapuutarhapelit skin exploring,
Same game mechanics and message with different representations

3 illustrators (Mejor, Kulka, Kauppi) = 3 styles, maybe more?

Release designs as teasers (for supporters)

'Print-n-cut' PDF versions (Creative Commons Attribution-Share-Alike)

To encourage others (players, illustrators, designers)

To learn-about, learn-how, print, play, share, borrow, remix



  



  



  

SIIRTOLAPUUTARHAPELIT GAME DEVELOPMENT
Game-play at Megapolis2024

4 games played at public debut on 26.09.2009

2-3 new persons participated on each occasion

No structured feedback or interview with players

Casual conversation indicated that people joined for a variety of reasons

Curiosity, fun, support for agenda, interest in 'serious' games



  



  



  



  



  

SIIRTOLAPUUTARHAPELIT GAME DEVELOPMENT
Future plans

Invite others into process (other illustrators, artists, designers)

Use game as a way to meet Allotment garden association members, 
and learn about their experiences gaining a plot

Propose new game-play and illustration activity programmes with 
Educational and cultural organisations locally and in other countries

Develop relationship with Children's and Youth Gardening Association 
in Helsinki



  

CONCLUSION
Siirtolapuutarhapelit as boundary-object

Participatory in externalising tacit and experiential knowledge (Ref:Diaz)

Malleable and shaped by those who participate in it (Illustrators esp.)

Interface between people of different practices and social worlds

(Board-game designers, urban environment activists, educators, 
game players, allotment owners/renters, Megapolis2024 attendees,
Open symposium attendees)



  

CONTACTS
Project website, email

http://siirtolapuutarhapelit.wikidot.com/

siirtolapuutarhapelit@gmail.com

Andrew Gryf Paterson
http://agryfp.info/ | agryfp@gmail.com 

http://siirtolapuutarhapelit.wikidot.com/
mailto:siirtolapuutarhapelit@gmail.com
http://agryfp.info/
mailto:agryfp@gmail.com
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